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PYMNTS DIGITAL BANKING TRACKER – WHERE BANKING IS REIMAGINED

Banking as we know it is undergoing a shift brought about by easy, accessible technology. 

The banking industry has long been dominated by behemoth banks and regional credit 

unions. The gradual but steady rise of FinTech startups is disrupting the traditional brick-and-

mortar banking experience to make it seamless, convenient and richer.

Enter, The PYMNTS Digital Banking TrackerTM. Powered by Urban FT, this monthly research 

digest will serve as a proprietary content artifact that will define and track the new entrants, 

established players, and major developments in the digital banking/financial services space 

and be a forum that frames and addresses trends, issues and unique challenges players in 

this ecosystem encounter.

In this first edition we feature Urban FT, which makes white-label digital banking solutions for 

financial services companies.

We evaluate the companies we track on the number and scale of services they provide, 

including

• Account Management - features such as the ability to view transactions, monitor 

account history and transfer funds between accounts

• Money Management - functionality focused on saving tools, tracking expenses and 

financial analysis

• Payments - the ability to make peer to peer payments, bill payments and point–of–

sale or in-app purchasing

• Engagement - capabilities such as rewards, deals and social engagement

We also score each provider on these services in addition to ranking them for basic features 

like languages, devices and OS supported. We plan to increase the list of providers each 

month.

The tracker will also bring the latest industry news from the FinTech and consumer banking 

space, along with company profiles, latest research and expert commentaries.

We hope you like this tracker and we welcome your feedback, as we’ll be doing this each 

month. Don’t hesitate to tell us what you liked, who we’re missing and how we can make this 

report better by emailing us at digitalbanking@pymnts.com.

Happy reading.
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COVER STORY

Kicking off the first version of the Digital Banking Tracker, we spoke to Richard Steggall, CEO 

of Urban FT, a company that is taking an unusual approach to banking by mashing up 

traditional banking services, personal finance tools and social engagement strategies to create 

what it calls a “financial lifestyle product.” But rather than take that product directly to 

consumers, Steggall is making that API available to small banks and credit unions and non-FIs 

such as telcos so that they can, in turn, make it available to their customers. We spoke to 

Steggall about his strategy, his product roadmap and why he feels banking needs to be 

reinvented.

Here are the excerpts.

What do you feel are some of the areas of opportunity for a company like Urban FT? 

There are a huge number of financial institutions and non financial institutions out there with 

loyal user bases and trusted relationships with their customers, who want to offer some sort of 

financial services, yet don’t fully understand their options. So there is a significant opportunity 

for startups to step in and provide that engagement capability to traditional banking services. 

What are the top challenges and trends you see playing out in 2016?

One challenge is the lack of clarity in regulatory requirements. Providers may go through 

different due diligence processes with different financial institutions and no two processes are 

the same. 

This also affects the risk appetite of banks, who tend to err on the side of caution. Because of 

the regulatory environment, products that allow real-time funds transfer, whether the Automated 

Clearing House (ACH) or peer-to-peer lending, are not being enabled by the banks in the U.S., 

because they don't want to take the burden of responsibility. It's preventing us from competing 

or even catching up with Europe and Asia, where people do same-day transfers. 

Will we see startups eating into banks' margins ? 

There are number of services that will shave off bank margins, but nothing that will threaten 

them. Services like non-conforming loans and P2P lending are some examples. But the banks 

are very clever; they sit back and watch this unfold and if they believe there's a proven business 

model there, they will either enter the business or acquire a startup.

Simple, for instance was believed to shake up the banking industry and that did not happen. We 

have not had anybody since PayPal that ate into bank profits. We should remember that no 

matter how frustrated consumers get with banks, they still trust them. We will however see more 

partnerships and acquisitions and it will be very interesting to see how it all unfolds. 

Each month, the tracker will highlight, analyze and critique news and trends and provide with 

expert commentary on the latest in the digital banking space. 



NEWS HIGHLIGHTS

Every month we bring the latest in digital banking news

CR2 ARRIVES IN ARMENIA

CR2, which provides omnichannel banking solutions, will be working with Ameriabank, an

Armenian bank, to implement BankWorld, an omnichannel banking solution. The service will not

only complete the implementation of mobile and online banking platforms, but also improve the

bank’s ATMs by including features such as P2P transactions or the possibility of making cash

transactions without the use of a payment card.

TECH STARTUPS CUTTING BANKS’ PROFIT EXPECTATIONS

In a David vs. Goliath scenario, young FinTech startups are eating into big banks’ profits. A

study noted around 12,000 startups playing in the banking industry could eat up to 60 percent of

banks’ operating margins during the next decade. The report found that consumer finance,

actually representing 60 percent of profits and 40 percent of sales, is an area that is at great risk.

MOBILE BANKING USAGE RISING

Consumers who have a bank account and a smartphone are likely to download their respective

bank’s app, the U.S. Consumer Payment Choice Study from TSYS suggested. The study also

found that loyalty and rewards can go a long way in changing consumer behavior favorably.

HIP POCKET ROLLS OUT NEW APP

Those wanting to take control of their finances without the hassle of the math involved can turn

to Hip Money, which offers different personal finance management tools to help the user have a

better understanding and administration of her savings. The app also has features like “Swipe to

Save,” which periodically suggests moving a certain amount of money into a savings account.

THE ENVELOPE SYSTEM MEETS THE DIGITAL ERA 

Money Clouds by Quemulus debuted its saving app, which is based on the envelope saving

system with social sharing. The service allows users to create “clouds” representing their saving

goals to where they will be able to deposit money from their checking account. The app adds a

social side by allowing users to accomplish saving goals together or by making a personal

contribution to other friends’ goals.

CITI TURNS TO MOBILE FOR GROWTH

Citigroup's consumer banking unit announced the launch of Citi FinTech, a new unit that will be 

part of the company’s reorganization toward a more mobile-oriented business model. The new 

unit will recruit team members from inside and outside Citi and is aiming to present a mobile 

offering for the U.S. by the end of 2016. 
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http://www.pymnts.com/news/2015/inside-ameriabanks-new-omnichannel-banking-platform/
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http://www.pymnts.com/news/2015/citi-innovates-mobile-banking/


NEWS HIGHLIGHTS

SCOTIABANK’S NEW DIGITAL FACTORY

Scotiabank’s new Digital Factory plans to be fully operational by mid-2016. The new unit boasts

more than 350 employees, including data scientists and designers who are working to create a

better user experience.

BB&T GETS CUSTOMIZABLE

Financial services manager BB&T has launched its U platform, a new service that lets users

personalize their banking experience. The portal’s dashboard lets users track receipts, rewards

and savings.

MAKING RETAILERS THE NEW BANKS

German startup Number26 partnered with Barzahlen, another German startup that lets users

pay online for offline purchases. This new tie-up will allow users to make cash deposits in more

than 3,000 drugstores, grocery stores and other retail chains. By accessing the Cash26 service,

users can deposit or withdraw funds by scanning a barcode and entering a PIN.

CHASE RELEASES CHASE PAY

Chase unveiled Chase Pay in partnership with MCX. The new mobile wallet features offers and

promotions by allowing merchants to integrate their loyalty programs into the service. The

service will work with almost every smartphone scanner that reads QR codes and adopts

tokenization.

CAPITAL ONE INTRODUCES SWIFTID, SWAPS SECURITY QUESTIONS

Capital One is replacing security questions with swipe authentication. The bank released 

SwiftID, which will work as a two-step authentication solution. Once enabled in the app, if users 

want to log into their online account via the bank website, change the registered address or 

schedule a transfer, they will receive a notification on their phones that will verify the user via 

swipe.

BANKS BATTLE AGGREGATORS FOR CUSTOMER DATA

A battle, it seems, is brewing between some major banks (JPMC and Wells Fargo, so far) and a 

string of popular websites designed to help people better manage their money. Tired of 

competing and concerned about the security and efficiency of their servers, the banks are 

getting a bit stingier with their customer data and have reportedly been intentionally “snarling the 

flow” of data to those sites as a means of limiting how much data they pass on. It’s interesting to 

note that some offerings by these apps compete directly with bank services. 
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http://scotiabank.mwnewsroom.com/press-releases/scotiabank-creates-new-digital-factory-to-bring-to-tsx-bns--11g067794-001
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Alkami offers a digital banking solution that works to improve financial institutions’ online and mobile channels. The

users can follow their account history, transfer funds and pay bills. The software also includes mobile deposit

capabilities as well as configurable alerts so the user can follow their transactions.

Company Alkami Technology

Founded in 2009

Categories Money Management - Account Management

Payments
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LevelMoney, available for iOS and Android phones, helps users manage their spending and saving goals. The app

provides the user with a "spendable amount" per day, week and month based on the user’s established saving

objectives. On the other hand, it provides the client with financial insights about how they are spending money as well

as projections about those expenses.

Company Capital One

Founded in 2012

Categories Money Management - Account Management38

5 27

5 1

Featuring companies with solutions in the digital banking arena, this directory describes their offerings and a score 

of the services provided. New providers will be added each month. For a full description of scoring, refer to the 

About section. 
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DEVELOPERS ARE LISTED ALPHABETICALLY BY COMPANY NAME
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Based in the Silicon Prairie in Omaha, D3 Banking develops SaaS solutions aimed at banks and credit unions. The

software allows users to make payments, complete transactions, view balances, and to reach financial information

insights of their budget and financial position.

Company D3 Banking

Founded in 2007

Categories Money Management - Account Management

Payments

44

38

NA 27

10 1

Headquartered in Dublin and claiming to be present across 60 countries, CR2 is the developer behind the omnichannel

retail banking platform BankWorld. The service works not only on browsers and mobile devices, but also on ATMs,

where the user can engage in loan applications (which can be accepted right away) between other functionalities. From

the mobile and online platform, users can get a view of all accounts and use it for making P2P or bill payments,

locating ATMs and to activate or deactivate cards when they are not being used.

45

17 3

5 20

Company CR2

Founded in 1983

Categories Money Management - Account Management

Payments

80

10 55

15 0

47

5 33

8 1
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DIGITAL BANKING DIRECTORY

Founded in 2006 by Aaron Patzer and later acquired by Intuit in 2009, Mint lets users better manage their money. By

connecting accounts, cards and bills to the app the user can create budgets and plan saving objectives. Mint will tell

the user when their expenses are exceeding the planned budget, when unusual or suspicious money movements are

done, how much the user is spending in fees and when a bill payment (the user can also pay bills with the app) is

around the corner. Intuit Mint also provides free credit scoring and portfolio managing tools.
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Company Intuit Mint

Founded in 2006

Categories Money Management - Account Management

Payments
61

10 40

10 1

Mobilearth develops an omnichannel mobile banking product designed for financial institutions and their customers. The

service offers different features to help the user manage their digital bank account: apart from the classic balance

inquiry service one can effectuate transfers and reach close by ATMs via GPS localization. The product also offers

payment capabilities like bill payments or P2P payments as wells as expenses tracking and budgeting features.

45

17 3

5 20

Company Mobilearth

Founded in 2005

Categories Money Management - Account Management

Payments
54

5 40

8 1
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DIGITAL BANKING DIRECTORY
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The Simple bank account lets the user organize their expenditures by category and gives them insight on their evolution in

time as well as helping them in reaching budgeting and saving objectives. In addition to receiving a Visa debit card, the

ownership of a Simple account lets the user pay bills, transfer and deposit money with a photo deposit tool, and withdraw

funds without an ATM fee.
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Company Simple

Founded in 2009

Categories Money Management - Account Management

Payments

The classic envelope saving system finds its place in the digital era by the hand of Quemulus’ saving management

app, Money Clouds. The user can create saving objectives and deposit money via the app. Users can also share those

objectives with friends and help them reach theirs by contributing money.

Company Quemulus

Founded in 2011

Categories Money Management - Payments

67

5 53

8 1

26

3 17

5 1
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Zenbanx offers a mobile account focused on those users who usually manage multiple currencies. The service allows the

user to manage the money in their account in multiple currencies and gain access to it from ATMs around the world with

a Zenbanx debit card. By using the account, the user can make money transfers to family and friends from their mobile

device, adding a social twist as the app lets the user include a message or a photo along with the transaction.
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Company Zenbanx

Founded in 2012

Categories Account Management- Payments -

Engagement

Urban FT develops white-label, lifestyle applications for financial institutions and telcos working in the digital world.

The app allows banking services like remote check deposits and transfers as well as payment functionalities like split-

bill payments and peer to peer transfers. Urban FT adds a social perspective to the usage of the app by allowing

users to know when their friends have used the app for, for example, leaving a review of a restaurant. The app also

offers daily deals based on user’s past and projected spending habits.

Company Urban FT

Founded in 2012

Categories Money Management - Account Management

Payments - Engagement

78

5 60

8 5

37

5 23

8 1
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ABOUT

ABOUT

Digital Banking TrackerTM

The PYMNTS.com Digital Banking Tracker™ is designed to provide an organizing framework for 

evaluating the many players in the digital banking/financial services space. 

Scoring

We evaluate companies based on the functionality they offer in the following categories:

• Account Management - features such as the ability to view transactions, monitor account 

history and transfer funds between accounts

• Money Management - functionality focused on saving tools, tracking expenses and financial 

analysis

• Payments - the ability to make peer to peer payments, bill payments and point–of–sale or in-

app purchasing

• Engagement - capabilities such as rewards, deals and social engagement

• Operating System – the number of OS (Android, iOS, Windows) supported by the provider 

• Language – the number of languages supported by the app or solution

• Device – the number of devices or channels supported by the provider including mobile 

phone, tablet and web

FEEDBACK

If you would like to be included in this report and/or would like your information to be updated, 

please contact us at digitalbanking@pymnts.com and we will send you the data sheet required 

for submission.
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ABOUT CONT’D

URBAN FT

Urban FT (UFT) is a white-label digital banking platform focused on delivering small card-bank 

as well as non-bank issuers the ability to compete with, and even leapfrog the offerings of the 

big card-issuers. The UFT solution, which has positioned itself as a ‘lifestyle application’ 

successfully delivers consumers with best-in-class banking functionality, PFM tools, social 

features, and venue and deal discovery. UFT allows card-issuers to better engage their 

customers, increase brand touchpoints, and develop new lines of revenue. In addition, the UFT 

Management Portal allows card issuers to be in full control of their platform, user data, and all 

integrated analytic tools, thus combining financial, social and discovery together. Urban FT is 

best known for recent partnerships with Sprint Corporation and Boost Mobile.

PYMNTS.com is reinventing the way in which companies in payments share relevant 

information about the initiatives that shape the future of payments and commerce and make 

news. 

This powerful B2B platform is the No. 1 site for the payments and broader commerce ecosystem 

by traffic and the premier source of information about “what’s next” in payments. C-suite and VP 

level executives turn to it daily for these insights, making the PYMNTS.com audience the most 

valuable in the industry. It provides an interactive platform for companies to demonstrate thought 

leadership, popularize products and, most importantly, capture the mindshare of global decision-

makers. PYMNTS.com… where the best minds and best content meet on the Web to learn 

“what’s next” in payments and commerce.

PYMNTS.com
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DISCLAIMERS

The Digital Banking TrackerTM may be updated periodically. While reasonable efforts are made to 

keep the content accurate and up-to-date, PYMNTS.COM: MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR 

WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, REGARDING THE CORRECTNESS, 

ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS, ADEQUACY, RELIABILITY OF OR THE USE OR RESULTS THAT 

MAY BE GENERATED FROM THE USE OF THE INFORMATION OR THAT THE CONTENT WILL 

SATISFY YOUR REQUIREMENTS OR EXPECTATIONS. THE CONTENT IS PROVIDED “AS IS” 

AND ON AN “AS AVAILABLE” BASIS. YOU EXPRESSLY AGREE THAT YOUR USE OF THE 

CONTENT IS AT YOUR SOLE RISK.  PYMNTS.COM SHALL HAVE NO LIABILITY FOR ANY 

INTERRUPTIONS IN THE CONTENT THAT IS PROVIDED AND DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES 

WITH REGARD TO THE CONTENT, INCLUDING THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT 

AND TITLE. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF CERTAIN 

WARRANTIES, AND, IN SUCH CASES, THE STATED EXCLUSIONS DO NOT APPLY. PYMNTS. 

COM RESERVES THE RIGHT AND SHOULD NOT BE LIABLE SHOULD IT EXERCISE ITS RIGHT 

TO MODIFY, INTERRUPT, OR DISCONTINUE THE AVAILABILITY OF THE CONTENT OR ANY 

COMPONENT OF IT WITH OR WITHOUT NOTICE. 

PYMNTS.COM SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER, AND, IN 

PARTICULAR, SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, OR 

INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, OR DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF REVENUE, OR LOSS 

OF USE, ARISING OUT OF OR RELATED TO THE CONTENT, WHETHER SUCH DAMAGES 

ARISE IN CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, TORT, UNDER STATUTE, IN EQUITY, AT LAW, OR 

OTHERWISE, EVEN IF PYMNTS.COM HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH 

DAMAGES. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW FOR THE LIMITATION OR EXCLUSION OF 

LIABILITY FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, AND IN SUCH CASES SOME OF 

THE ABOVE LIMITATIONS DO NOT APPLY. THE ABOVE DISCLAIMERS AND LIMITATIONS ARE 

PROVIDED BY PYMNTS.COM AND ITS PARENTS, AFFILIATED AND RELATED COMPANIES, 

CONTRACTORS, AND SPONSORS, AND EACH OF ITS RESPECTIVE DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, 

MEMBERS, EMPLOYEES, AGENTS, CONTENT COMPONENT PROVIDERS, LICENSORS, AND 

ADVISERS.  

Components of the content original to and the compilation produced by PYMNTS.COM is the property 

of PYMNTS.COM and cannot be reproduced without its prior written permission.

You agree to indemnify and hold harmless, PYMNTS.COM, its parents, affiliated and related 

companies, contractors and sponsors, and each of its respective directors, officers, members, 

employees, agents, content component providers, licensors, and advisers, from and against any and 

all claims, actions, demands, liabilities, costs, and expenses, including, without limitation, reasonable 

attorneys’ fees, resulting from your breach of any provision of this Agreement, your access to or use 

of the content provided to you, the PYMNTS.COM services, or any third party’s rights, including, but 

not limited to, copyright, patent, other proprietary rights, and defamation law. You agree to cooperate 

fully with PYMNTS.COM in developing and asserting any available defenses in connection with a 

claim subject to indemnification by you under this Agreement.
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